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Frame insert A30500

Sash insert A30503

Head insert for MU3405 & MU3406 A30504

Interlock adapter

A30506

2-2

PVC INSERTS & ACCESSORIES

A02201Frame cleat

Sash cleat A02211

Sash chevron A02304

PVC sash chevron A02906

PVC guide chevron

A02907

Bottom interlock end caps - LH & RH

A03166L

A03166R

top interlock end caps - LH & RH

A03167L

A03167R

Pair of end cover for MU 3411 A03168

End caps for PVC interlock profile

A03169

End caps for pvc frame guide

A03170
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ACCESSORIES

2-3

Head seal A03172

Head brush seal for MU 3405 & MU 3406 A03173

Foam seal at sill MU 3408 A03175

A03177

End caps for 90° corner adapter MU 3412

Stop profile for 90° corner profile MU 3412

A03178

Closer plate for re-inforcing profile MU1824 MU1824EC

Riv-nut for lock and roller gear

A32150

Drainage cap kit

A24901

Fixed sash spacer blocks

A03186

Drainage valves

LSA024

End Cap for sill add on profile LSC144

LSC144EC

Sash stop

A24601
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3-1

TYPICAL DETAILS

Drainage

A30500

A30500

A30500

MU 3402

A30500

Fixed sash drainage

Standard frame

Sliding sash drainage

Standard frame

Fixed sash drainage

Add on profile (High exposure areas)

Sliding sash drainage

Add on profile (High exposure areas)

MU  3415

A30509.T

3 no. Drainage valves in fixed

sash area. (one in 100mm from

the interlock, one in 150mm

from the jamb and one in the

centre)

2 No drainage caps - each in

250mm from each end

5 x 25mm slots, (in 100mm

from the jamb, 50mm from the

interlock and at 250mm c/c

between)

Slots in pvc insert to line up

with slots in frame

10mm hole through pvc insert

and frame, slots in 100 from

jamb & interlock and at 250mm

c/c between

10mm hole in underside of

frame. Hole drilled before

adapter is fitted

10mm hole in underside of

frame. Hole drilled before

adapter is fitted

15mm wide slot routed in

adapter before fitting.

3 no. Drainage valves in fixed

sash area. (one in 100mm from

the interlock, one in 150mm

from the jamb and one in the

centre)

2 No drainage caps - each in

250mm from each end
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TYPICAL DETAILS

Drainage

3 no. Drainage valves in fixed

sash area. (one in 100mm from

the interlock, one in 150mm

from the jamb and one in the

centre)

Triple track

Fixed sash drainage

Standard frame

2 No drainage slots with end

caps - each in 250mm from

each end

6mm hole drilled through

thermal break (2 no.)

Triple track

sliding sash drainage

Standard frame

Triple track

sliding sash drainage

Standard frame

3 no. Drainage valves in fixed

sash area. (one in 100mm from

the interlock, one in 150mm

from the jamb and one in the

centre)

5 x 25mm slots, (in 100mm

from the jamb, 50mm from the

interlock and at 250mm c/c

between)

Slots in pvc insert to line up

with slots in frame

6mm hole drilled through

thermal break ( 2 no.)

A30509.T

A30509.T
A30509.T

MU  3415MU  3415

MU  3415
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